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20 August 2001
Conservation Minister Sandra Lee
denies the Australian mining
company GRD Macrae an
extension of its gold-mining
access arrangement for an area in
the Victoria Conservation Park
near Reefton. The company has
gained the necessary resource
consents to dig a one-kilometre,
275-metre-deep pit. The tailings
dams would have been the size of
an average dairy farm. The
company claimed the project will
provide more than 200 jobs and
pour $500 million into the
economy over the next 12 years.
The Police launch a new
campaign in Auckland in an effort
to attract 600-700 new recruits.
Police Minister George Hawkins
says the campaign was particu-
larly designed to get more Maori,
Pacific Islanders, Asians and
women on the beat.

21 August 2001
New Zealand Insurance will be
cutting staff by about 100 over the
next few months.
Business and union leaders, and
opposition MPs join a chorus of
condemnation from the West
Coast at Sandra Lee’s veto of the
proposed gold mine.
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• Following the 11th September terrorist attacks on the World Trade
Centre and the Pentagon, the world economy has sharply con-
tracted. Stockmarkets have suffered falls reminiscent of the crashes of
1987 and the grim days of the Great Depression … and hundreds of
thousands of job layoffs have been immediately announced through-
out America and Europe.
The American economy had been riding close to a recession in the
months before the terrorist attacks. In the week just before the attacks
the US unemployment rate jumped sharply to 4.9% after businesses
eliminated more than 100,000 jobs in August alone. Wall St immedi-
ately greeted these worse-than-expected jobs figures by wiping billions

mpany stocks, with the fear that US consumer
n weaken.
ecedented attacks on the US mainland, and the
ation for war, these fears of an economic recession
ntuate.
S recession comes at a time when Japan and much
re already stalling economically … and growth in

 to a crawl. This will have a definite impact on the
y, despite the generally good economic figures the

n showing for most of this year. The United States,
ia are NZ’s most lucrative export markets … and
s are sure to suffer. Tourism, one of the strongest
omy, will also be hard hit.
l bankers co-ordinated their efforts to prop up
 the face of recession. The Federal Reserve lowered
% just before Wall St re-opened after the terrorist
so injected unusually high volumes of cash into the
give lenders the confidence to extend credit without
ropean Central Bank followed suit, as did other
apan, Hong Kong and Canada … and the Reserve
aland. There is also a high likelihood of further rate
as.
that while the attacks might discourage domestic
 the meantime, the response from governments will
 spending which will help pull the economy out of

 authorised financial assistance for airlines (who
 uncertain times before the attacks) and Congress
nding of $40 billion to repair the damage from the
 up airport security.
vernment seems set to join an international spend-
ve off an economic recession. Finance Minister
d last week that he was prepared to augment the
rest rate cuts by bringing forward planned capital
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A public meeting in Reefton urges
government to overturn Sandra
Lee’s decision. Union Church
pastor Ian Davidson, who is also a
DoC Ranger, says almost 100% of
the town supports the expansion
of the goldmine. Davidson:
“Church people are praying for
employment and progress in the
town…”

22 August 2001
A self-employed couple is taking
Winz to the Court of Appeals
because the department refuses
to backdate their claim for an
accommodation supplement to the
time when they became eligible.
After the man had heart surgery,
the couple applied for and
received an accommodation
supplement, but now argue that
their entitlement should have been
backdated to when they became
eligible, rather than when they
applied. They have already lost
appeals to challenge the
legislation through Winz, the
Social Security Appeals Authority
and the High Court.
Fujitsu, Japan’s largest personal
computer manufacturer, plans to
cut 16,400 jobs.

23 August 2001
Representatives of environmental
and conservation organisations
from throughout NZ give
Conservation Minister Sandra Lee
a standing ovation at the ECO
annual conference being held in
Wanganui.

27 August 2001
Shell New Zealand says the
company will spend hundreds of
millions of dollars and create
hundreds of construction jobs as it
develops its Taranaki energy
assets. At the centre of this
activity will be the Pohokura field,
a huge gas and condensate
discovery just off the North
Taranaki coastline.
Cabinet is unable to reach
agreement on what form the paid
parental leave scheme will take.
Minister of Women’s Affairs Laila
Harre had said details would be
finalised this month but the
coalition government has not been
able to agree on the specifics of
how much time or at what rate the
scheme will pay.
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ely pumping money into roads, new schools and other
.

ful to point out that he would hold other government
k, but he believed that bringing some projects forward
t compromise the longer-term financial outlook, and

age of getting work done more cheaply during the
s the improved infrastructure will prepare the economy

 shape for the next upturn.
ediate measures by central bankers and Finance

ke a “Keynesian” response to the threat of global
 it probably is. Larry Elliot, writing in the UK Guardian

ts out that the terrorist attacks have instantly put
ism back into fashion. He argues that it represents a
nk on the monetarist orthodoxy that has gripped
s in the West for nearly 30 years.
ce the 1970s, macro-economic policy has been gov-
a that inflation is the real threat to prosperity. The
trying to inject demand into economies would lead to
rather than lower unemployment. […] This no longer
me resonance after what happened last week. Central
e are now getting the message loud and clear, and have
o cut interest rates, fearing that the likely impact of the
York and Washington will be a pronounced fall in
ing that will lead to a recession, not just in the US but
nd Latin America as well. The priority is international

oost growth.
 may be pressure for business as usual once the crisis
's hardly the way it feels at present. Take the example
ow facing catastrophic losses. Airlines are a low-profit
 market solution to the industry’s predicament would
anies to go to the wall, thereby reducing capacity and
tability. George Bush’s solution will be a bail-out
ns of dollars as part of a massive fiscal expansion
e Keynesian textbook...”
 last month announced a pilot programme, called
p to 1000 tertiary students will be matched with skilled
 which are related to their courses of study. The
also issue a national call to employers to come forward
e students.
nderton says that Snap is a response to the difficulty

s have in finding affordable and capable short-term
the need students have for meaningful holiday work.
loyers will be able to hire students with a related skill
ickly grasp what needs to be done and undertake work
s a business move ahead.”
Work Start Grant programme has been developed

 with essential costs faced by students which they
 pay themselves.
is being run in partnership with Student Job Search,
he programme in Auckland, Hamilton, Gisborne and
pecial pilot aimed at Maori students will operate in



DIARY
28 August 2001
Sandra Lee fronts up to a West
Coasters march on parliament. “I
made a decision and the decision
was no. I apologise to the West
Coast but I stand by my decision.”
Earlier, on parliament grounds, a
slanging match took place
between the 450 Coasters and
130 conservationists who turned
up to support Sandra Lee.

30 August 2001
Japanese electronics company
Toshiba says it will cut 18,800
jobs after it announces record
losses. Hitachi announces it will
cut its workforce by 20,000
people.

6 September 2001
British Airways will eliminate
1,800 jobs, or 3% of its workforce,
in an effort to cut costs.

7 September 2001
US stock markets suffer a bout of
heavy selling which wipes billions
from company valuations. The
sell-off is triggered by worse-than-
expected US unemployment
figures, fueling fears that
consumer spending could soon
weaken. US unemployment is
now at a four-year high of 4.9%

10 September 2001
Air New Zealand is in a crisis as
its subsidiary Ansett Australia
(which is making a loss of $1.5
million a day) is close to being put
into receivership. If the Australian
carrier goes down, it could take
Air New Zealand with it. Air New
Zealand wants to avert disaster by
selling Ansett Australia to its rival
Qantas.

11 September 2001
Terror in America. The world is
shocked and stunned as terrorists
hijack domestic airliners and
crash them into the twin towers of
New York’s World Trade Centre
and into the Pentagon in
Washington. Thousands of people
die in the collapse of the
buildings.
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which deny most students an Emergency Unemployment
r their holidays will be reviewed by the Ministry of Social
rding to MOSP’s Sue Mackwell, appearing before the
ry Social Services Select Committee.
ported that, since 1998, only students who received a
wance during the year, or whose hardship was caused
ceptional circumstances” were eligible for the benefit. The
 a drop in the number of students getting the benefit from
98 to 22,163 in 1999. Since then, the numbers gaining the
r the “exceptional circumstances” criteria has risen.

, university students handed a petition with more than
ures to Alliance MP Liz Gordon, calling for a reinstatement
gency Unemployment Benefit. Dr Gordon has long ques-
quity of a scheme which denies assistance to a 23-year old
 is unemployed, while paying a 23-year old unemployed

nefit because they chose not to study.
ent will repeal the Disabled Persons Employment Act of
 gives sheltered workshops a blanket exemption from
ages and holiday provisions for their workers.
 people with disabilities currently participate in sheltered
70% of which are run by the IHC. These workshops produce
le such as art, craft, woodwork and sewing, or do light
or perform services such as gardening, lawnmowing or

in the workshops get their primary income from invalids or
efits, and are generally paid around $5 to $50 per week for

average payment: around $17/wk).
Issues Minister Ruth Dyson says that the 1960 Act treats
 disabilities unfairly. Dyson: “Its repeal is a long-awaited
 recognises the human rights of people with disabilities and
nment’s commitment to a fully inclusive society.”
 to the Act will be phased in over the next five years to give
rkshops and consumers time to adjust to the new environ-
er information can be found in a government review paper
ays to Inclusion that was launched last week, and can be

 from the Department of Labour website at www.dol.govt.nz/
m.
ffing shortages. Graduate doctors, nurses and midwives
ed loyalty payments if they choose to stay in NZ and help
pital staffing crisis.

of about 2,000 nurses after a 20% increase in the number
rseas during the past decade. There are also shortages of
rs, surgeons, anaethetists, midwives and specialists in

as psychiatry, oral health and radiation therapy.
orkforce Advisory Committee has recommended to Health

nette King that graduate doctors be offered loyalty pay-
ing up to $12,000 over three years. Nurses and midwifes
eive about $6,000 in extra payments.

tee identified student debts as a major part of the health
fing problems. But it considered a loyalty payment scheme
o administer rather than introducing scholarships which
ts to work in NZ.

http://www.dol.govt.nz/pathways.htm


DIARY
12 September 2001
Almost $3 billion is wiped off the
value of NZ shares in the
immediate wake of the terrorist
attacks. Market leader Telecom
plunges 30c to an eight-year low.
Air New Zealand is amongst the
worst hit, on fears of a tourist
downturn and higher oil prices.
Ansett Australia is placed into
voluntary administration after a
last-ditch effort by Air New
Zealand to sell it to Qantas for $1
fails, and pleas to the Australian
government to pick up the airline
fall on deaf ears.

13 September 2001
Air New Zealand loses $1.43
billion in the last financial year …
the largest annual loss in NZ
corporate history. Over the last
two years, Air New Zealand has
wiped out 75% of the value of its
shareholder funds.
The government offers to put up a
loan of $550 million towards an
emergency bailout of Air New
Zealand. Analysts say the airline
needs $1 billion to keep operating.

14 September 2001
Ansett Australia, Australia’s
second-largest airline and a
subsidiary of Air New Zealand,
collapses and stops flying.
Thousands of passengers are
stranded and 16,000 employees
face unemployment.

15 September 2001
Angry Ansett workers blockade
PM Helen Clark’s commercial
flight from Melbourne. She is
forced to take an NZ Airforce
plane instead.
Thousands of trans-tasman
passengers are thrown into turmoil
as protests by Ansett workers
force Air New Zealand to suspend
flights and Qantas to delay
services.

16 September 2001
The Ansett collapse has left
16,000 out of work and is the
biggest single job loss in
Australian corporate history.
Hundreds of Ansett workers have
extended their anti-NZ boycott to
all NZ-made products and
businesses as the backlash over
the airline’s collapse gains
momentum.
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Boards in the Auckland area will take part in a New
itment expo in London on October 20, organised by the
News UK. Several thousand NZ expatriates are expected
s expo follows on from another London event in early
ere a consortium of NZ businesses invited 450 success-
tes to encourage them home to fill critical skill shortages

as health, teaching and information technology.
anisers, Annika Streefland of the global recruiter Korn/
ional says that one fifth of New Zealand’s working
d maybe a third of its top talent is employed overseas.
s that these skills are not necessarily lost to the NZ
fland: “Don’t think of them as a “brain drain” … think of
erseas resource.”
Warehouse founder Stephen Tindall and expatriate
ssor David Teece are keen to tap this “overseas resource”.
nowledge Wave conference in Auckland last month, they

plans to advertise for an executive officer for a proposed
ociety to link some of the estimated 600,000 NZ’ers living
the idea of re-involving them in the NZ economy.
to NZ is expected to surge from the previous annual
0 people, to as many as 50,000 under a new government
 last week. Immigration Minister Lianne Dalziel has
 development of a “Talent Visa” policy in response to

untry to attract more skilled and business migrants. The
ns that “talent” will take a higher priority in immigration
 the existing categories under which people can be
idence will be streamlined.
 Winston Peter is critical of the new policies, saying they
llmarks of “the same old mess”. Peters: “The overwhelm-
 the new immigrants will settle in Auckland, and the rest
will be asked to pay for all sorts of infrastructural costs
te them…”
ial Justice Week held by the Catholic Church is marked

the publication of Paying the Piper: Ourselves, Our World
ise May of the Caritas agency writes that one of the
 Catholic social teachings that is relevant to debt is
mutative justice.

his says debts should be paid back. If a debtor fails to do
d reason, then they are acting unjustly. However the
mutative justice also acknowledges there is an excep-

e. If a debtor has no money and no means of getting any,
t of the debt would impoverish the debtor and their
ey are under no moral obligation to pay back the debt.
 has some very real implications for the debt of people
 communities. When applied to the situation of people
dequate income that does not cover even their every day
enses, it becomes clear there are those here in NZ who,

 nations of the world, should be eligible for debt relief or
ion of their debts…”
per can be purchased for $4.50 plus postage from Caritas
3 Wellington phone 04-496-1742 fax 04-499-2519 email
s.org.nz



DIARY
PM Helen Clark goes on
Australian television to urge
Australians not to take out their
anger at Ansett’s collapse on New
Zealanders.

17 September 2001
Nearly $2 billion is wiped from the
value of the NZ sharemarket as it
plunges to its lowest level in
almost three years. The slump,
one of the worst in its history,
comes as investors bail out of NZ
shares before tonight’s re-opening
of the Wall St markets.
Air New Zealand’s share price
plummets to almost half its
previous value. Speculation is rife
that the airline will soon go into
receivership or statutory manage-
ment.

18 September 2001
Wall St Stock Exchange re-opens
after its longest break in trading
since World War One.
Some jobless Ansett workers
could be employed by Qantas
under a temporary aircraft leasing
arrangement put forward by
Qantas.
Some US airline stocks have
dropped between 25% and 65%,
wiping $12 billion of their value.
The industry wants a $24 billion
rescue package from the
government to get the airlines
through the next year.
Asian airlines are also trimming
staff and routes amid profit and
credit rating downgrades.

19 September 2001
Around the world, central bankers
cut rates in an effort to counter the
international economic slowdown
following last week’s terrorist
attacks. This includes a half per
cent floating mortgage rate cut
here in NZ.
In the US, insurance company
shares fall after the industry
estimates losses as high as $30
billion after the attacks.

20 September 2001
Finance Minister Michael Cullen
says the government will pump
more money into roads, new
schools and other building
projects in an effort to stave off
recession.
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uditing in New Zealand is a conference about social, ethical
ironmental accounting, auditing and reporting. It is being
y COMMACT in Wellington on October 11-12, and speakers
John Pearce (UK), Richard Morley-Hall (The Warehouse),
Gow (Ministry of Environment) Roger Blakeley (Porirua City
 and Garth Nowland-Foreman (not-for-profit sector).
e information contact P.O.Box 145 Westport phone 03-789-
ail socialauditnz@xtra.co.nz
ial Entrepreneurship Conference, originally scheduled for
 will now be held November 22-23 in Wellington. The confer-
l be hosted by the Community Employment Group (CEG) in
hip with COMMACT Aotearoa, and will feature a range of
 and workshops that will examine social entrepreneurship and

dentify trends and issues.  Speakers from public, private and
rofit organisations will also provide their perspective of social
neurship in the wider context of economic development. One
ms of the conference will be to facilitate the development of a
 for social entrepreneurs in New Zealand.
er information and registration details contact CEG at P O Box
ellington phone 04-914-4900 fax 04-914-4901 email

ynch@ceg.dol.govt.nz or visit the CEG website www.dol.govt.nz.
 the special issue of The Jobs Letter on social entrepreneurs
 at www.jobsletter.org.nz/jbl14700.htm
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The US airline industry has
announced more than 68,000 job
cuts since the attacks on the
World Trade Centre and the
Pentagon. The Los Angeles Times
predicts that direct airline job
losses will go as high as 100,000
and that tens thousands more jobs
will disappear as the airline
manufacturing and the travel
industries contract.

21 September 2001
Almost $1.2 trillion has been
wiped off the market value of US
stocks in the four days of trading
since the terrorist attacks.
Analysts are comparing the
situation with the panic selling that
followed the 1941 Japanese
assault on Pearl Harbour and the
1987 stockmarket crash.
Ansett Airlines will fly again today
under Qantas lease as potential
buyers start to emerge for all or
part of the collapsed airline. The
deal will see 1500 of Ansett’s
16,000 staff employed again for an
indefinite period.

22 September 2001
US economists are expecting the
American jobless rate to surge
well above 5% next month and
even higher in the months ahead.
“We could potentially see as many
as a million lay-offs before this is
over,” says Anthony Chan, chief
economist at Banc One Invest-
ment Advisers in Ohio.
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“ This is not just a Reefton concern. It is a
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